
Matteson part one: John Matteson: “Five at Fredericksburg: Revising What We Know about The Battle 

that Transformed American Culture.”, aka “A Worse Place than Hell” 

How the book project came into existence. 

Handouts include overview (sweet!) for book proposal plus tools to preserve the focus. 

Seed for project - when John met with his editor of Annotated Little Women and another editor pulled him aside 

to toss around some ideas for a new BIG book (the editor was looking to expand John as a writer and his reach). 

They settled on the Battle of Fredericksburg, not from a military standpoint but rather, its effect on the on 

American culture, through 5 different people’s personal transformations. 

 Walt Whitman - his brother's injury in a battle caused Walt to become a volunteer nurse. 

 The Rev. Arthur Buckminster Fuller (Margaret's brother) 

 Oliver Wendall Holmes, Jr. (future Supreme Court Justice -- how his view of the law evolved) 

 John Pelham ("the blond idol of soldier-loving girls") – John especially captivated by his photo (that's 

how I felt about Lizzie when I first saw her). He was the youngest soldier to lie in state. 

 Louisa May Alcott 

Abraham Lincoln needed to be included as well but he is not a major character. 

A perfect storm of all of his interests (Civil War, Alcott, Whitman, the Fullers and the Law [Holmes, Jr]) 

LINCOLN - The Emancipation Proclamation hangs in the balance with the Battle of Fredericksburg -- meant to 

be announced in 1863 weeks after the battle. The Proclamation only applied to those states which had seceded. 

It was a political move. Many doubts as to whether Lincoln had any power over the South. He needed a 

Northern victory (already had Battle of Antietam, a rather weak Northern victory). Lincoln placed his hopes in 

the Battle of Fredericksburg - Burnside was commander and he was a disaster - ordered many doomed charges 

against Robert E. Lee's already long-dug-in troops. It was a horrendous loss for the North. 

WHITMAN declared it an unmitigated disaster. 

The term "A worse place than hell" came from Lincoln describing his plight with the Proclamation on top of the 

devastating loss in Fredericksburg. 

Thus John had his title. 

The book is 5 biographies rolled into one. 

John then discussed his firm ideas about what biography ought to be. Biography should read like a non-fiction 

novel – the biographer is “a novelist under oath.” The best non-fiction explores character and draws the reader 

in with an argument to made and points to be discovered. It IS storytelling!! Also known as “life writing.” Use 

of language and facts of story should create energy. Sounds, tones of language should be noticed. (think of it 

like songwriting). Biography can create beauty; it can be more than a craft, it can be art. 

Book should push reader to ask questions and reflect as well as answer questions. 

John's book is in part about illness and recovery as shown through the protagonists. 

Explores the poetry (not just literally) that sprung up as a result. 



A writer needs to live with the project for awhile and letthe book achieve its own life beyond your own idea. Let 

the process work itself out -- this can only happen when you start writing! 

“Love the text” - don't make it do what it's not meant to do (don't spin sources to fit your particular idea - let the 

real idea come out). 

How do you prevent being overwhelmed? How do you keep the richness? 

 John wrote out a series of essay questions that he would assign to students if he was teaching his book - the 

idea is that you want people to ask questions. 

What are the misconceptions about the person? How can you present the real person? 

What is this character's "Rosebud'? What drives this person? What did this person never have or lost 

and how do they get it back? 

Looking at the THEMES handout: 

Whitman: sickness and healing are his prevailing themes during the war. He sat out the war for the first year 

and one half. Had released the controversial Leaves of Grass and was at a crossroads. Lived at home with his 

mother -- several siblings with emotional/mental problems, really dysfunctional. He would hang out at this pub 

where many prominent NY writers gathered - very creative but debased. Wrote a poem about how this place 

was like a tomb - never finished it (never got out -- he was headed on his way down). 

Sees in the newspaper that his brother George is wounded - immediately leaves to find him in Washington. 

Luckily friends help him out, get him to the battlefield. He finds George who fortunately was not seriously 

injured. Walt however was very moved by all the suffering and doesn't return home. He ministers to the 

wounded men while working a part time government job (volunteers). Talks to them and listens to them. Sees 

them as cast off. 

Arthur Fuller -- suffered injury that injured his eye - blind in that eye. His mother overly concerned, coddled 

him. His father tried to "make a man" out of him but this wasn't good because Arthur was bookish. An object of 

pity and falling short of manliness. 

Gender identity problems in the family - Margaret often called "masculine" whereas brother Eugene is more 

feminine. Arthur became a minister. 

The War - appeals to his abolitionist and patriotic feelings - also addressed his need to become a man by 

fighting in the war. Became ill and is returned home - but eventually makes it back to the regiment. Doctors said 

he could not fight with his regiment. He could instead serve as a minister in the hospital. He is just about to go 

to do that when the Battle of Fredericksburg breaks out - sneaks off to another regiment to fight. 

Disease different than a wound - seen as a weakness, a dereliction of duty (in Arthur's mind) 

Oliver Wendall Holmes, Jr. - his injuries and the experience of fighting changed him substantially -- from 

someone eager to please, who believed in an ordered universe meant for good to a cynic who longer believed in 

the order of the universe; he questioned authority. 

Caught dysentery; Holmes found it to be a humiliating disease. 



He learned of his limits through his failure at Fredericksburg, giving into his dysentery and damning himself for 

doing so. 

Holmes recognized human frailty but had no patience with or sympathy for it (later as a Supreme Court justice). 

Law to him was not a means of imposing morality but simply imposing power to power. 

Louisa May Alcott - both she and Holmes were transformed by the same experience but came away with 

diametrically opposed views. She embraced a moral lesson which transformed her writing. She found the power 

of storytelling in reality, discovered her authentic voice. 

 

 


